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INTRODUCTION
What is (Virtual) Cognitive Activity Design?
In the briefest of terms, cognitive activity design (CAD) is the design and implementation of
activities that promote cognitive wellness. Effective cognitive activities stimulate positive plastic
changes that promote: 1) a healthy and well-functioning brain, and 2) a managed mind that
knows how to cultivate happiness, satisfaction and fulfillment.
Virtual cognitive activity design (VCAD) achieve the same benefits through remote interactions
that make use of virtual communication mechanisms.

Who Needs to Understand the VCAD Approach?
This Virtual Cognitive Activity Design approach is designed for anyone who is challenged with
creating, scheduling, supporting and leading activities for older adults. This Short Guide is
specifically meant to address needs during the coronavirus pandemic and in the new reality that
emerges once the virus has been tamed.
Providing cognitively stimulating activities for older adults is a challenge even in the best of
times. It is doubly challenging under emergency conditions in which we must enforce physical
distancing, isolation and quarantines. These extraordinary conditions force us to interact with
each other remotely and to deliver services using virtual communications.
How can we engage older adults in cognitively stimulating activities through virtual distribution
mechanisms? What are the challenges? What are the solutions? These are the questions tackled
by the VCAD Program (Guidebook, Case Studies & Podcasts).

Qualongevity
Longevity + Quality-Of Life
MINDRAMP created the term “Qualongevity” in 2010 to capture the idea of living a long and
healthy life, coupled with the ability to achieve the kind of quality-of-life that makes life worth
living. Qualongevity means living longer and living well. It is especially important to maintain
Qualongevity during the coronavirus pandemic lock-down . . . and beyond.
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YOUR CREATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
Give a person a fish and they will eat tonight.
Teach them to fish and they will eat for their lifetime.
MINDRMP’s VCAD approach assumes that you are a creative agent of change who confronts
unique and personal challenges. The goal of the VCAD service is to empower you to expand
your creative capacities. Truly effective activities will reflect your personality, your gifts, your
passions and the unique circumstances of your life.
The VCAD approach, therefore, does not spoon feed you with ready-made activities. Instead, we
encourage you to use the VCAD approach to develop and deploy your full creative potential.
Design unique and innovative activities that truly address the needs of the older adults you serve.
The VCAD approach does offer you a sampling of Case Studies. These are selected stories that
serve as models of effective cognitive activities. MINDRAMP “reverse-engineers” the stories to
extract the key mechanisms that make them cognitively stimulating activities. Use these true
stories to stimulate your imagination. MINDRAMP also outlines a number of creative techniques
to help you generate ideas for activities and to structure their successful implementation

How the VCAD Short Guide is Structured
The VCAD Short Guide summarizes four key sections that are further developed the VCAD
Guidebook and accompanying podcasts. The Full VCAD service includes the Guidebook, Case
Studies & Insight, Podcasts and Webinars.
•

BASIC PRINCIPLES gives you background on how MINDRAMP uses brain and mind
sciences to promote brain health and mental flourishing.

•

CREATIVE THINKING TECHNIQUES reviews MINDRAMP’s Creative Cycle and offers
creative thinking techniques you can use to generate ideas for innovative activities.

•

ASSESSMENTS stresses the importance of evaluating your current virtual capabilities and
matching them with needs in order to set SMART goals and develop actionable plans.

•

DESIGN VIRTUAL ACTIVITIES suggest a system you can use to leverage your creative
thinking skills to design and implement your own innovative, virtual cognitive activities.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES
The CAD and VCAD approaches are built around the core principles that inform our beliefs and
practices at MINDRAMP. We feel that a well-designed Virtual CAD respects these principles.
Integrate as many of these principles as you can into the design of your VCAD activities.

MINDRAMP’s Mission, Goals & Strategies
Mission - The MINDRAMP Mission is to promote long lives worth living.
Primary Goal – Our overall goal is to promote Qualongevity (longevity + quality-of-life).
Primary Objectives – MINDRAMP follows the best brain and mind research to:
•
•
•

Slow the cognitive effects of our aging process, and
Protect and enhance the health of our brains, in order to
Fully develop the mental capacities and mental management skills we need to cultivate
happiness, meaning and fulfilment.

Strategies - MINDRAMP’s strategies to achieve our goal and objectives include:
•

The MINDRAMP Positive Plasticity Premise – Leverage the malleability of the human
mind to consciously promote positive plastic changes and retard negative change.

•

“Risk-Management” – Minimize exposure to risk factors; optimize protective factors.

•

Causes – Focus on root causes. A focus on symptoms perpetuates the problems.

•

Combinatorial – Deploy multiple “combinatorial” solutions to address complex, multifactorial conditions.

•

Customized – Design precision interventions that address unique brains, minds and lives.

•

Continual – Sustain positive behavior change over time.

•

Play – Encourage sustained engagement in positive behaviors and lifestyles by making
them pleasurable, meaningful and fulfilling laced together with strategic doses of FUN!

These beliefs and strategies reflect our best understanding of the science. We recommend that
you keep them top-of-mind when designing your virtual activities – particularly the fun.
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MINDRAMP’S M.A.P.S. METHOD
A Roadmap For Action
Good intentions are impotent without action. The MINDRAMP MAPS Method is a roadmap for
creating action plans, for turning ideas and intentions into actionable strategies and tactics. It
recognizes four critical stages in the process. The acronym MAPS represents these four stages.
•

Motivation – Without motivation, action lacks energy and emotional drive. Create virtual
activities that tap people’s intrinsic motivations.

•

Assessment – Establish SMART goals that address well-defined needs and wants.

•

Planning – Design and follow coordinated strategies, tactics and timelines.

•

Sustain – Develop the emotional, psychological and cognitive skills needed to sustain
positive change, growth and development.

MINDRAMP’s Essential CogWheels of Brain Health
The weight of scientific evidence makes clear that it is possible to slow the aging process. We
can prevent or slow the progress of cognitive decline and dementia by engaging in behaviors that
lower risk and amplify protective factors. MINDRAMP organizes the supporting evidence
around eight core areas that work together like cogs in a machine.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Exercise and Movement
Mental Stimulation and Training
Social Engagement
Stress Management
Diet & Nutrition
Sleep
Medical Factors
Environmental Conditions

Protections and Risks – There are risks and protections associated with each CogWheel. Our
strategy is to design virtual activities that amplify the protective aspects while diminishing the
risky aspects of each CogWheel.
Combinatorial – No single CogWheel alone can protect us from cognitive decline and dementia.
But they have a symbiotic relationship to one another. Their power and effectiveness grows
when improved together. Design virtual activities that engage as many CogWheels as possible.
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CAD INSIGHTS
MINDRAMP developed the core principles of the CAD course and text by reverse-engineering
Roger Anunsen’s research validated cognitive activities. We identified core concepts that
contributed to the effectiveness and sparkle. (Full analyses and case studies can be found in The
VCAD Case Studies & Insights document and in MINDRAMP’s CAD textbook).
Use these components to enrich your own creative activities. Once core concept is to “milk the
activity.” Squeeze all of the benefit you can out of the three main phases of your activity.
The Preparation Phase – Don’t underestimate the importance of good preparation. Three MAPS
stages are addressed: motivation, assessment and planning.
•
•
•
•
•
•

One for All – Focus on one person who struggles with “coronavirus cabin fever.” Design
an activity for that individual, then expand it to include the larger community.
Enlist Support – Build community. Recruit engagement from residents, family and staff.
Jump-Start - Counter languishing and withdrawal by creating a jump-start activity that
taps into a neglected passion and might reignite motivation and engagement.
Memory Mining –Uncover these forgotten or neglected passions by listening deeply to
stories and reminiscences. Ask the meaning of treasured possessions. Be alert for
memories that bring a smile, that quicken the heart, that kindle passion and pride.
The Power of Place – Use virtual capabilities to transport people out of their rooms and
into evocative environments.
Milk It - Develop strategies & tactics for the beginning, middle and end of your activity.

The Event/Activity – Make your activity novel, special and memorable
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult Play – Have fun. Be prepared to be silly when necessary. Provide ample room for
improvisation. Make use of surprise, experimentation, adventure, mastery and friendly
competition.
A Common Conversation – Help your community bond around common experiences.
Sensory Acuity – Design activities to stimulate sight, sound, smell, touch and taste).
Awe – Leverage the power of wonder, awe, mindfulness, mystery and surprise.
The Ripple Effect - Extend the impact of your activity through social networking. Use
one good idea to generate a number of interconnected activities.
The Peanut Gallery – Provide safe ways for reluctant participants to observe activities.

The Afterglow – Don’t let the end of the activity be the end of the activity. Use you “skills for
sustainability” (MAPS) to keep the positive energy resonating for as long as you can.
•
•
•
•

Record and Share the Event – Use technologies to give your activities an afterlife.
Free Publicity – Leverage free publicity to create a public record of the event.
Booster Shots – Create follow-up activities that leverage the positive energy generated by
your activity. Use them to fan the flames of passion, engagement, meaning and
fulfillment.
Regular, Weekly Gatherings – Use regularly scheduled meetings/classes to provide
continuity and to reinforce engagement, bonding and personal development.
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CREATIVE THINKING TECHNIQUES
As mentioned above, the VCAD training won’t provide you with a lot of plug-and-play activities
to copy. It will, however, empower you to use your creative imagination to design your own
activities.
The Creative Thinking Techniques section of the full Guidebook provides an overview of
MINDRAMP’s Creative Cycle. It also reviews three useful idea generation techniques and a
decision-making process.
Use these creative thinking techniques to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Envision new ways of serving your community through virtual technologies,
Generate multiple ideas for innovative and effective activities and events,
Choose the best and most viable options from your array of creative options,
Devise plans to implement your virtual activity, and
Evaluate, adjust and revise your plan on the fly, and
Integrate what you have learned into your next creative project.

MINDRAMP’S
ALTERATION

CreativeCycle©

IMAGINATION

INITIATION
SATURATION

VERIFICATION

IDEA
GENERATION

EVALUATION

MANIPULATION
IMPLEMENTATION
INCUBATION
MANIFESTATION

IMPLEMENTATION

ILLUMINATION

See the section on converting existing plans into virtual plans for quick examples of three idea
generation techniques: Provocation, Brainstorming and the Idea/Concept Ladder.
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Creative Design
The Creative Process for Designing Your Virtual Activity
You may find it helpful to use the phases of the MINDRAMP Creative Cycle to guide your
design process. Following this approach ensures that you will deploy the full scope of your
creative skills in the design of your activity.

Imagination – Envision a better future. Saturate your brain with data (the raw materials of
creativity)
1. Select a Target Participant, or Target Audience and set a Qualongevity objective.
2. Determine the needs of your Target and assess the virtual capabilities available to you.
3. Imagine an outcome and how you might get there.
Idea Generation
1. Use creative thinking techniques to generate as many ideas as you can about how to
achieve your imagined outcome. Generate more ideas.
2. Develop criteria that help you select the best idea to pursue at this time.
Implementation
•
•
•

Outline the proposed activity. Make it manifest. Use the VCAD Checklist and
implementation plan as a starting point.
You might use a resident focus group to test your idea before moving to full
implementation.
Map out an implementation plan for each stage and put it into action.

Evaluation
•
•
•
•

A plan that is put into action generates data that can help you navigate the journey.
Make needed adjustments on the fly. Make course directions when necessary.
Also evaluate each phase of the full event once it has been completed.
Use what you have learned to adjust how you design and implement future activities.
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ASSESS AND RAMP UP YOUR
VIRTUAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
One of the first steps in converting to virtual delivery of your activities will be assessing virtual
capabilities. What kind of virtual communication are you capable of doing now? What kind of
virtual communication can you reasonably hope to achieve in the near future?
Answering these questions may generate ideas for a number of assessment activities that will
involve your staff, your residents and possibly residents’ families.
1. Equipment Audits
a. Conduct a virtual equipment audit of your organization. What virtual
communication equipment is available to your staff?
b. Conduct a virtual equipment audit of your residents. What virtual communication
equipment is available to each resident? Are they capable of taking advantage of
these communication mechanisms?
2. Skill Assessments
a. Survey the virtual communication skills of your staff. What communication skills
do they have? What equipment (hardware and software) do they know how to use
well? What skills could they teach to others?
b. Survey the virtual communication skills of your residents. What virtual
communication mechanisms are they comfortable using? What skills are they
eager to learn?
3. Group Residents According to Virtual Capabilities
a. How can you communicate with the entire group?
b. Can you create sub-groups according to virtual capabilities? Which residents, for
example, are most comfortable communicating via phone (smart phone)? Which
residents are comfortable with computers, email, Facetime, YouTube or Zoom?
4. Develop a Virtual Communication Learning Plan and Timeline (see next page).
a. What virtual communication skills must your staff possess?
b. How can you ramp up the virtual skill levels of your residents?
c. How will you sequence the training?
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Develop a Virtual Communications Learning Plan
You and members of your staff will need to broaden and deepen your virtual communication
skills to meet the growing need to communicate virtually with clients and prospects.
Remember the M.A.P.S. Method Described Above.
•
•
•
•

Motivate – Tap into your staff’s motivation to help and desire to grow.
Assess – Understand the virtual communication capabilities of staff and residents so that
you know current limitations and identify areas for potential expansion.
Plan – Develop a training plan to ramp up technical skill levels of residents and staff.
Skills for Sustainability – Develop programs and activities that ramp up not only the
technical skills, but also the emotional and psychological skills residents and staff will
need to thrive both now and in the future.

Develop S.M.A.R.T. Goals for Your Training.

•

Specific – Set goals that are as specific as possible.
Measurable – Set measurable outcomes. How many will be trained? What skills will

•
•

they be able to perform? How many residents will be served?
Achievable – Set goals that are challenging, yet achievable. Stretch, don’t break.
Relevant – What are you most pressing needs? What will have the biggest impact?

•

Timebound – Set a timeline for completion that includes benchmarks for incremental

•

progress towards the larger goal.
Leverage Existing Expertise
•
•

Figure out what virtual skills your staff (and residents) already have.
Get creative about expanding people’s responsibilities in this time of crisis. Ask your
staff to be creative about how they could make use of their passions and skills to better
serve your residents. Ask residents to volunteer to help design and run virtual activities.
Create a positive, “All hands on deck” mindset.

Prioritize
•
•

What virtual communication mechanisms are immediately available to everyone? Use
them.
What new skills or technologies will provide your residents and staff the biggest return
on investment? Invest in it.
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DESIGNING VIRTUAL ACTIVITIES
Convert Existing Activities into Virtual Activities
Identify the Core Concepts - Strip down an old activity to its bare essentials, its skeleton. Use
creative techniques to generate ideas about how to deliver those essential benefits virtually.
•

Objective: Identify the core objective of an established activity. Is it still relevant?

•

Target Participants: Who was the target audience for the activity? Did it reach its target
audience? Are there other audiences that could be reached virtually?

•

Core Components: Identify the essential components of the activity.

•

Sensory Requirements: Identify the senses (vision, hearing, touch) that are required by
the old activity. How will this work in a virtual setting?

•

Synchronous or non-synchronous: Must the core elements be delivered in real time, or
could they be delivered non-synchronously?

Use Creative Thinking To Generate Ideas for Virtual Delivery Options
Use Provocations (Po) – Provocations are used to disturb our normal mode of thinking and get us
out of a creative rut. One kind of Provocation is called the Escape Method. Consider what you
take for granted about an existing activity. Create a Po that escapes from those restricting
assumptions. See where the provocation leads your imagination. [See the Full Guidebook for
more Po and the other creative thinking techniques.]
•
•
•

Po - Exercise classes without physical movement.
Po - Music lessons in silence.
Po - Training without trainers.

Brainstorm Ideas – Make brainstorming an engaging activity in and of itself.
•
•
•

Schedule a short brainstorming session with a diverse group of staff members.
Recruit participants of the current activity to brainstorm ideas.
Recruit a random group of residents to consider virtual alternatives.

Concept/Idea Ladder
•
•
•

Start with a good idea. Identify a larger concept that informs that idea
Use the broad concept to generate alternative ideas that achieve the same purpose.
Your idea is to give your sandwich to the homeless person. The broad concept is to feed
the hungry. How else might you feed the hungry?
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Create New Virtual Activities
Identify the Core Concept – What is it that you are trying to achieve?
•

Objective: What is the core objective you want to achieve with this new activity? How is
it relevant to residents’ needs and wants at this point in time?

•

Target Participants: Who is your target audience? Is it an individual with specific needs?
Is it a target group with unique characteristics?

Use Creative Thinking To Generate Ideas for Activities and Virtual Delivery Options
Brainstorm Ideas
•

Establish a clear objective for the brainstorming. For example,
o “I want to generate ideas about how we can improve resident’s balance and
prevent falls.”
o “How can we help residents stay on regular sleep schedules?”
o “How can we get Mary interested in eating her meals?”

•

Use a provocation (Po) to impose a creative restraint. In a sense, the need to conduct the
activity remotely is a provocation.
o “How can we conduct social dancing classes when people are in different rooms
and can’t touch?”
o “How could we dance without moving – without music - without sound?”
o “How can we encourage eating without using food?”

Concept/Idea Ladder
•
•
•

Focus on one of the good brainstorming ideas about virtual communication.
What is the larger concept?
Generate more ideas that flow from this concept.

Decide Which Idea to Pursue
•
•
•

Narrow your list
Evaluate the pros and cons
Select one idea and commit to it.
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A Virtual Cognitive Activity Design Checklist
Having a Cognitive Activity Design Checklist can help you make your idea manifest. It will help
you clarify the concept and organize your thoughts. Thinking through each of the questions will
help you to communicate the idea and get buy-in from others. The checklist is a working
document that should be revised and updated as necessary.
[ ] What is the name of your proposed activity?
[ ] Who is the target Participant?
[ ] What problem or need of the target Participant do you plan to address?
[ ] What is the objective of the activity? What are your SMART Goals?
[ ] What kind of virtual communications are available and useable to this Participant?
[ ] What kind of virtual communications are available to you and your community?
[ ] Describe the proposed activity. What will happen?
[ ] What resources will be needed?
[ ] How can the activity be extended to others in the community?
[ ] Timeline. How long will it take to get the activity up and running? How long will it last?
[ ] Cost – What materials and resources will you need to make this activity happen?
[ ] Funding – What resources and materials are available to you?
[ ] Delivery – How will the activity be delivered?
[ ] Promotion - How will the activity be promoted?
[ ] Administrative/Legal – Are there any legal and administrative hurdles to overcome?

DO IT!
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VCAD SUPPORT FROM MINDRAMP
We hope that the short summary of the VCAD Guidebook helps you to design virtual activities
that help your residents cope with coronavirus induced cabin fever and keep their brains healthy
and their minds sharp.
If you want to learn more, or need help with your creative thinking, please consider the following
support resources that are available from MINDRAMP:
The VCAD Training Package
VCAD Training Materials ($25 Discounted Price during this urgent period in our lives.) – The
VCAD training materials consist of two core documents: a VCAD Guidebook and VCAD Case
Studies. Together, these documents will help you think through the design and implementation
of virtual cognitive activities. Audio Podcasts of the Guidebook and Case Studies are also
available. You can use the materials to suit your learning style. Dive into the materials using
print, audio or a combination of both.
•
•
•

VCAD Guidelines (PDF)
VCAD Case Studies (PDF)
VCAD Podcasts – Audio versions of the Guidelines and Cases Studies (download).

Monthly VCAD Membership Subscription ($10 per month) – The monthly membership
subscription gives you access to monthly interactive webinars facilitated by MINDRAMP.
Review and discuss different aspects of virtual cognitive activity design, exchange ideas, share
challenges, brainstorm solutions and build our own virtual community. Membership gives you
access to a monthly:
•
•
•

Monthly interactive VCAD webinar sessions via Zoom.
A Monthly VCAD Newsletter
Updates and distribution of new materials as they become available.

MINDRAMP CONSULTING – MINDRAMP can help you design and implement virtual
programming and activities for your community. We can train your staff to integrate cognitive
activity design into all of their interactions with residents.
MINDRAMP COACHING – MINDRAMP can provide residents and staff with individual or
group coaching to help them develop effective plans to handle coronavirus induced cabin fever
and to adjust to the new conditions imposed by the coronavirus lockdown.
CONTACT MINDRAMP
•
•
•
•

Use the contact page on our website at www.mindramp.org
Sign up for an appointment to talk with us.
Email mpatterson@mindramp.org
Email ranunsen@mindramp.org.
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